Micro-Speed® Multi-Vector® Smart-Move® & CX®

FOR BOTH HORIZONTAL & HOIST MOTIONS

For detailed information, please contact our team at 1-800-373-2772. Our team is here to help you make the best decision for your company!

DC ELECTRIC BRAKING

By using electronic braking, the Micro-Speed® control actually electrically decelerates your crane or hoist to its final stop. This helps to increase the efficiency of your crane or hoist and decrease wear and tear on the mechanical components. It also helps to increase the overall safety of your operation.

CRANE DIAGNOSTICS™

On the standard Micro-Speed® control, an LED displays whether the crane is moving forward, backward, or stopped. This helps to increase the overall safety of your operation.

HORIZONTAL MOTION

Micro-Speed® Multi-vector allows you to choose between 3 different motion patterns:

1. Straight Line Motion
2. Arc Motion
3. Circle Motion

These Motion Patterns can be adjusted from 1 to 99% of your desired speed. This allows you to customize your motion pattern to fit the needs of your operation.

HOIST MOTION

Micro-Speed® Multi-vector allows you to choose between 3 different motion patterns:

1. Straight Line Motion
2. Arc Motion
3. Circle Motion

These Motion Patterns can be adjusted from 1 to 99% of your desired speed. This allows you to customize your motion pattern to fit the needs of your operation.

EASY 1-2-3 HOIST-Free programming system

Micro-Speed® Multi-vector allows you to choose between 3 different motion patterns:

1. Straight Line Motion
2. Arc Motion
3. Circle Motion

These Motion Patterns can be adjusted from 1 to 99% of your desired speed. This allows you to customize your motion pattern to fit the needs of your operation.

ANY SPEED YOU DESIRE!

With Micro-Speed® control, your hoist will gain almost rail-like gallon. All standard or Straight Line Motion, regardless of speed, can have a hard time being transmitted and larger hoist. A Micro-Speed® System will gain a higher amount of material and productivity gains.

With Micro-Speed® control, you can choose between 3 different motion patterns:

1. Straight Line Motion
2. Arc Motion
3. Circle Motion

These Motion Patterns can be adjusted from 1 to 99% of your desired speed. This allows you to customize your motion pattern to fit the needs of your operation.

CRANE DIAGNOSTICS™

On the standard Micro-Speed® control, an LED displays whether the crane is moving forward, backward, or stopped. This helps to increase the overall safety of your operation.

SAMS-SET™ B1-3-2 Advanced Variable Speed Control

SAMS-SET™ B1-3-2 Advanced Variable Speed Control

1. Straight Line Motion
2. Arc Motion
3. Circle Motion

These Motion Patterns can be adjusted from 1 to 99% of your desired speed. This allows you to customize your motion pattern to fit the needs of your operation.

I'M NOT FOOLING YOU ONLY FROM POLO ELECTRONICS

Micro-Speed® Multi-vector allows you to choose between 3 different motion patterns:

1. Straight Line Motion
2. Arc Motion
3. Circle Motion

These Motion Patterns can be adjusted from 1 to 99% of your desired speed. This allows you to customize your motion pattern to fit the needs of your operation.

EASY 1-2-3 HOIST-Free programming system

Micro-Speed® Multi-vector allows you to choose between 3 different motion patterns:

1. Straight Line Motion
2. Arc Motion
3. Circle Motion

These Motion Patterns can be adjusted from 1 to 99% of your desired speed. This allows you to customize your motion pattern to fit the needs of your operation.

EACH SETTIME & ADVANCED VARIABLE SPEED CONTROL

SAMS-SET™ B1-3-2 Advanced Variable Speed Control

1. Straight Line Motion
2. Arc Motion
3. Circle Motion

These Motion Patterns can be adjusted from 1 to 99% of your desired speed. This allows you to customize your motion pattern to fit the needs of your operation.

I'M NOT FOOLING YOU ONLY FROM POLO ELECTRONICS

Micro-Speed® Multi-vector allows you to choose between 3 different motion patterns:

1. Straight Line Motion
2. Arc Motion
3. Circle Motion

These Motion Patterns can be adjusted from 1 to 99% of your desired speed. This allows you to customize your motion pattern to fit the needs of your operation.

EASY 1-2-3 HOIST-Free programming system

Micro-Speed® Multi-vector allows you to choose between 3 different motion patterns:

1. Straight Line Motion
2. Arc Motion
3. Circle Motion

These Motion Patterns can be adjusted from 1 to 99% of your desired speed. This allows you to customize your motion pattern to fit the needs of your operation.